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and hand pre-shaping components evolve independently
trough two segregated visuomotor channels, coordinated
trough a central pre-organized functional temporal
structure. This mechanism should ensure the temporal
alignment of key moments in the evolution of the two
components: in this way, Jeannerod [3] suggested that this
central timing mechanism operates such that peak hand
aperture is reached at the moment of pe& deceleration of
the reaching component

Abstract - In this paper, we investigate the spatio
temporal dynamics of hand pre-shaping during
prehension through a biologically plausible neural
network model. It is proposed that the hand grip
formation in prehension con be understood in terms of
basic motor programs that can be resealed both spatially
and temporally to accommodate different task demands.
The model assumes a timing coordinative role to
propioceptive reafferent information generated by the
reaching component of the movement, moidiiig the need
of a pre-organized firnctional temporal structure for the
timing of prehension as some previous models have
proposed. Predictions of the model in both Normal and
Altered initial hand aperture conditions match key
kinematicfeatures present in human data. The differences
between the proposed model and previous models
predictions are used to tiy to identifi the majorprinciples
underlyingprehensile behavior.

Several studies have demonstrated a peculiar effect
of initial hand aperture on the grip formation in reach to
grasp movements. Saling et al [5] and Timman et al [6]
reported that for precision grip movements starting with
an initial finger aperture, the hand aperture closed and
then reopened before maximum grip aperture was
achieved. This was remarkable as it was expected a
monotonic closing of the hand towards the object. Saling
et al [5] hypothesized that if grip reorganization is
functional, it should be related to object size. They
reported that for the Altered condition, the time and
amplitude of the fmt change in the initial closing finger
aperture profile scales with object size. Also evident was
that the relative timing between late manipulation and
transport components remained constant across
conditions. Wallace et al [7] also reported that regardless
of different initial grip postures, very small changes were
observed in the temporal occurrence of maximum grip
aperture and the onset of final grip closure relative to the
overall duration of movement. Recently, predictions of
two different models [g], [9] for prehension have been
compared with the findings mentioned above [lo]. These
two models can account for many aspects of humau
grasping when the movement starts with the digits in
contact but both models predict an initial hand opening in
the Altered initial hand aperture that is not present in the
human data.

Keywords: Reach to Grasp, Neural Models, Human
Data, Neurorobotics.

1 Introduction
To grasp an object, the central nervous system
(CNS) must program two simultaneous motor actions:

hand transport to the location of the object to be grasped
and hand pre-shaping to enclose object [l], [2]. The preshaping movement of the fingers during prehension
follows a stereotyped kinematic pattern: from a closed
initial position (thumb and index fingers in slight contact),
the thumb and fingers begin to separate until maximnm
hand aperture is reached. As the wrist approaches tn the
object location, the fmgers begin to close, adapting to
object’s size and shape. There is a parallel evolution of
reaching and hand pre-shaping processes, both of them
initiating and finishing nearly simultaneously.The time of
maximum grip aperture is well correlated with the time of
maximum deceleration of the transport component [l].
According to Jeannerod [3] and Arhib [4], the transport

In this paper a neural model of hand pre-shaping
formation during reach to grasp is proposed. We
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investigate the spatia-temporal dynamics of hand preshaping (or hand gestures) for anticipatory fmger
movements in terms of possible dynamic neural
representations of motor programs for prehension. Vector
Integration To Endpoint (VITE) [I I] dynamics is used to
model the two segregated visuomotor channels related
with grip formation and wrist transport towards the object
to he grasped. It is proposed that the movement preshaping of hand and fingers in prehension can be
understood in terms of basic motor programs that can be
rescaled both temporally and spatially to accommodate
different task demands [12]. Based on the work of
Santello et al [13], it is hypothesized that the neural
representation for these motor programs evolves gradually
over time. The model also introduce a timing coordinative
role to propioceptive reafferent information related with
the reaching movement, avoiding the need of a preorganized functional temporal stmcture for the reach to
grasp temporal coordination [3], [4]. In that sense, in the
present model the hand pre-shaping dynamics during
prehension emerges from the combined action of the
feedfonvard motor program execution and the temporal
coordinative role of some propioceptive reafferent
information related with the transport phase of the
movement. Predictions of the model in both Normal and
Altered initial hand aperture conditions match key
kinematic features of human data. The differences
between the presented model and previous models
predictions [IO] are used to hy to determine the major
neural principles underlying prehensile behaviour.

2

We have modified the VITE model to account for
the apparent gradual specification of target amplitude [16]
(Fig 1). Motor and premotor cortical cells are modulated
by distance and target along at least one direction during
pre-movement and movement periods. Furthermore, the
correlation of cell discharge with movement distance
increased towards the end of movement, supporting the
idea of a gradual specification of movement extent. The
motor program for the grasp component was modelled as
a hiphasic motor program consisting of two successive
subprograms (Gl, G2), where GI is related to the
maximum grip aperture and G2 is equal to the object sue.
It is hypothesized that the intrinsic propelties of the object
such as object size may be computed in advance of the
onset, whereas the acquisition of the target aperture may
evolve even after aperture onset. The model assumes that
the target aperture is not fully programmed in T before
movement initiation; rather, it is postulated that T in
grasp channel, sequentially and gradually specify, in a
fust phase the desired maximum grip aperture (Gl), and
in a second phase, the hand configuration corresponding
to the object size (G2). The proposed modification in T
dynamics of grasp channel is described by equation (4),
dT

-=

dt

~(-T+G~)

(4)

where p is a rate of integration

Computational Model

The pre-shaping of the manipulation component has
been simulated using the VITE model of Bullock and
Grossberg [ll]. The hand aperture is modelled as one
degree of freedom (DOF) system. This corresponds to
modelling the distance (aperture) between thumb and
index finger directly. Computationallyspeaking, the VITE
system gradually integrates the difference between the
desired target finger aperture (T) and the actual fmger
aperture (P) to obtain a difference vector (V). The
difference vector codes information about the amplitude
and direction of the desired movement, and its is
modulated by a time-varying GO signal to produce a
desired fmger aperture velocity (V.G(t), [14], [15]). The
outflow command V.G(t) is integrated to update the finger
aperhrre (P) as shown in equations (1) - (3).

dV
~

dt

= 30(-V

FlngerPreshaplng

Wil~tTiamp~lt

Figure 1. Neural network model for hand grip formation.
Transport (T) and grasp (G) phases of the movement are
modeled using VITE model. Inhibitory connections are
represented as lines fmishing in a circle. Excitatory
connections are represented as an open arrow.

+ T - P)

dP

-= G ( t ) .V

dt

In the case of the transport component, classical
VITE dynamics has been used to simulate the wrist
position evolution through movement. A single and
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constant over time input, fully specified the target
distance. Simoneau et al [17], have suggested that during
a unimanual reach to grasp task, propioceptive reafferents
are used to coordinate transport and grasp motor program
execution by the two related neural channels. These
authors concluded that reafferent propioceptive
information from the reaching movement is used by the
C N S to coordinate the reaching and grasping movements.
These results do not agree with the hypothesis that
coordination between reaching and grasping pertains to a
pre-organized functional temporal structure for unimannal
reach to grasp movement [3], [4]. In the model, we have
adopted the hypothesis of [I71 and, detection of a
minimum in transport acceleration triggered the read-in of
G2 (e.g., hand enclosing begins at the instant when peak
deceleration in transport channel (tpdec) is detected). In
principle, proprioceptive information could be used by the
C N S to derive tpdec or a related measurement [IS]. No
other interactions between transport and manipulation
components were assumed as transport component in
previous studies were not influenced by manipulation
component (PI, [61, VI).

hand pre-closing in the Altered condition could suggest a
functional reorganization of the grip kinematics [5], the
present simulations suggest that instead the altered grip
kinematics may result from a target aperhlre that has not
been fully specified at movement onset ([18], [19]). In the
model, as the not-fully specified target aperture (T in
grasp channel) is smaller than the non-zero initial aperture
in the Altered condition (P = 110 mm), the finger aperture
(P in grasp channel) will tend to close due to equation (1).
This closing of grip aperture finish when the target
acquisition neuron T that is gradually evolving (equation
(4)) to maximum grip aperture specified by GI, matches
the current aperture. At this time, due to 77 dynamics, the
hand aperture begins to increase until it reaches a
maximum grip aperture in preparation for the hand
enclosing. From the point of view of the model, there is
no existence of a functional reorganization of the grip
kinematics in the Altered condition. The grip kinematics
emerging from the Altered initial condition is
consequence of the neural dynamics involved in trajectory
formation modelled by VITE and the assumption that 1)
object's intrinsic properties are computed (and coded in
motor program (Gl,G2) in advance of the movement
onset and 2) the idea of a gradual specification of the
motor program in target acquisition neuron in grasp
channel (T). In this framework, the second modulation in
grip aperture can not be considered as the correction of a
pre-programmed movement as was suggested in [5]. In
terms of velocity profiles, the model is able to reproduce
the bi-phasic and hi-phasic grip velocity pattems during
hand pre-shaping in Normal and Altered initial finger
conditions respectively (Fig 2B).

3 Model Simulations
To study the pre-shaping movement of fmgers under
Normal and Altered initial grip aperture in reach to grasp
to small and large objects, we have simulated single
prehension movements of two different size objects, a
small object (20 mm) and a large object (70 mm). In the
Normal condition the initial finger aperture was set to
zero (in grasp channel, P = 0 mm before movement onset).
In the Altered condition, the initial finger apemre was set
to P = 110 mm. The biphasic motor program in the grasp
channel (G1,GZ) was designed taking into account the fact
that the amplitude of maximum grip aperture covaries
linearly with object sue. Grasp motor program for small
object was stated as (GI = 60 mm, G2 = 20 mm). Grasp
motor program for the large object was stated as (Gl=l IO
mm, G2 = 70 mm). For transport component of the
movement, motor program was described by T and set to
300 mm. Initial wrist position was fixed at P = 0 mm. In
all simulations g = 15 and p= 10. Equations (1) - (4) were
integrated during 1200 simulation steps by a Runge-Kutta
integration method of fourth order with fmed step set to h
= 0.001. Each simulation step corresponds to 1
millisecond (ms) in real time.

In simulations and due to our neural model
architecture, transport component were not influenced by
manipulation component as previous studies by [SI, [6]
and [7] had noted. In that sense, in all simulated
movements, time to peak deceleration (tpdec) in transport
component was detected at 479 ms and time to peak
velocity (TPV) at 327 ms. Due to this Igct, very small
changes are observed in the temporal occurrence of
maximum grip aperture (TPA) and the onset of fmal grip
closure relative to the overall duration of movement (see
Table 1).
TABLE
Normal

4 Discussion
4.1

1

PEAKAPERTURE( M G A ) A N D ~OF OCCURENCEWA)

Model Performance

The model is able to reproduce the grip kinematics
for all the initial conditions and object sizes. Although the
Figure. 2. Grip Aperture (A) and grip aperture velocity
(B) profiles for a small (up) and a large (down) object
between
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mm for the large one. In simulations we have obtained 46
mm for the small object and 36 mm for the large one. So,
the model is able to reproduce basic kinematic features of
grip formation during prehension in Normal and Altered
conditions assuming the reduced set of hypothesis
commented above.

Figure 3. Amplitude of grip velocity peaks in Normal and
Altered conditions. The time to grip velocity peak is
given in milliseconds (ms).

5

In recent years, the interface between neuroscience
and robotics is carried out by Neurorobotics research.
Neurorobotics tries to investigate, model and validate
neural dynamics underlying successful performance of
complex tasks such as grasping and manipulative actions
by humans, and transfer validated neural algorithms into
the design of control algorithms acting on bio-inspired
robotic platforms.

Figure 2. Normal and Altered hand initial aperture
conditions. A. The change of grip a p e m e profile in the
Altered condition (dotted line). B. Note the double peak
of grip aperture velocity in the Altered condition (dotted
line) and the fitting of final peaks of grip velocity.

4.2

Conclusions

Comparison with Human Data

Recently, two different models [SI, [9] for
prehension have been presented. Both models predict an
initial hand opening in the Altered initial hand aperture
condition that is not present in the human data. The
difference between these models is their complexity. Both
models take into account the constraints of the object, and
even one of them [9] also considers various anatomical
and postural constraints. In our opinion both models fail
in predicting the observed grip kinematics in Altered
condition because both models neglect the neural
dynamics underlying the prehensile behaviour.

Simulated data match human data in many aspects.
As seen in the velocity profiles of the Altered condition
(see Fig 2B), the peak initial grip velocity is substantially
different for each object size. The peak initial velocity of
the grip for the small object is significantly faster than of
the large object. As shown in Fig 3, in the Normal
condition, the amplitude of the initial velocity peak for the
small object is smaller than for the large object. For fmal
velocity peak this relationship is reversed. In the Altered
condition, the amplitude of the initial velocity peak for the
small object is larger than for the large object. For fmal
velocity peak this relationship is the same one. These
results are in agreement with human data presented in [ 5 ] .
It was also reported that in Normal condition, peak
aperture exceeded 31 mm for the small object and 20 mm
for the large object. In our simulations peak ape"
exceeded 3 1 mm for the small object and 26 mm for the
large object. In Altered condition, as reported in [ 5 ] , the
peak aperture exceeded 42 mm for the small object and 35

In this paper we have presented a model that
constitutes a distributed control system in which neural
activity in different neural populations contribute to the
specification, coordination, control and execution of
complex motor tasks such as reach to grasp objects of
different size. The model is based on a simple and well
known neural model for trajectory formation (VITE).
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Taking into account several behavioural and neural
fmdings, we have constmcted a very simple model, able
to reproduce the kinematics of reach to grasp movements
observed in experiments performed by human subjects
under different initial conditions. The model encapsulates
the theoretical postulate that voluntary movements
involve parallel volitional gated process of integrating
difference vectors (V vectors in the model) to update
position commands [ 111. It is proposed that the movement
pre-shaping of hand and fingers during pre-contact phase,
can be understood in terms of basic motor programs that
can he spatia-temporally modulated to accommodate to
different task demands [12].
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The inclusion of more elaborated models of end
effectors for reaching and grasping, and addition of
realistic anatomical or postural constraints should
increment the explanatory richness of the model and allow
its integration and implementation into anthropomorphic
robotic platforms for reaching and grasping.
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